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Union and liberty

UNION AND LIBERTY.

POWERS OF CONGRESS In relation to the Slaves, with a Form of Enactment in conformity
thereto.

Addressed to a Congressman.

Dear W —: I have delayed sending my periodical letter, written, as usual, to M * * * *, to accompany
it, when sending, with some views on the great question of the day, expressed to you as one of the
masters of the situation. The solution, indeed, of this question is the key to the epoch presented to
us in the war to which its controversy has led, and will symbolize to the world, and to our country,
the result to be attained by it.

I do not think the usual interpretation of the Constitution affords the proper guide to that solution,
if that can be called an interpretation of that instrument, which finds not within it, but only without
it and aside from it, the meaning which is claimed to be involved in its provisions. The protection
of slavery in the States is the very difficulty of the political position, and except it be compelled
by the very substance and intent of the Constitution, ought not to be assumed as the task of our
extremity, by which the impracticability of our system in the past is to become its deliverance and
safety, its warrant of integrity and success, in the future. They who prescribed the organic law for us,
were not blind enough to impose so great a burden. To conciliate the selfish interest of the day, to
consider its material bias, they were willing; to protect its moral infirmity in the future, to sanction
its incongruity, they never consented. By the precision and definiteness of their language in that
which they did concede, repeating it, persisting in it, they disclaimed the imputation of consent to
that which was essentially inconsistent with the sacredness of their design. They acted for the glory
and secure development of their country by principles of liberty, and refused to provide, in terms, for
the security and perpetuity of an incident in antagonism with it. But if in terms, so also in spirit and
intent.
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Is it competent to assume the contrary, whatever the inconsistency imputed, against the honor
and interest of the party whose words are to be construed, against the common sense of justice of
mankind, against the presumption of entire fair-dealing, in an act final in its nature, and certain in
its forms? The just rule of interpretation is, to interpret what is written as meaning what it says, in
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proportion to the importance of the occasion and the deliberation of the act. The intention is to be
presumed to have controlled and limited the form of expression chosen.

The habitual construction of the Federal Constitution, in respect to slavery in our country, has been
one of compromise rather than of justice, one of partiality rather than of equity, a political, in truth,
rather than a legal construction. The habit of opinion has been one of fellow-feeling with the master
class, and of indifference towards the rights affected by it, of the slave. It was not always so. The
first petitions presented to Congress, under the Constitution, in 1790, contemplated some action as
practicable in relation to the slaves themselves. Not merely the Society of Quakers, but Dr. Franklin
himself, for the Pennsylvania Abolition Society—not then a term of reproach—himself more than
any man the Father of our politieal systems, contemplated “loosening the bonds of slavery, and
promoting the general enjoyment of the blessings of freedom,” in behalf of the slaves, “from the
persuasion that equal liberty was originally the portion and is still the birthright of all men,” and in
view of “many important and salutary powers vested in Congress, for promoting the welfare, and
securing the blessings of liberty to, the people of the United States.” The petition urged, also, that
the body addressed go to the verge of a power conceded to be limited, “to discourage every species
of traffic in the persons of our fellow-men,” It was after a disturbed, protracted debate, carried,
as usual, to the verge of sedition and absurdity on the part of the sensitive representatives of
slaveholders, in the House, that a report was adopted, disclaiming the right for Congress to interfere
in respect to the emancipation or treatment of slaves within the States; referring the power to “the
several States alone, to provide any regulations therein, which humanity and true feeling require.” A
construction was adopted, with authority which survives in equal measure to the successors of those
who were then divided upon it, in a body whose powers extend to the institution of laws, and are to
be exercised in view of original obligations, for the vindication of government and the benefit of the
State.

The language of the Constitution neither sanctions the principle of slavery, nor pledges the
perpetuity of it. It admits the importation of persons admitted by any of the States, up to 1808; it
protects and enforces the claim, founded in the law of any State, upon the person of one held to
service escaping into another State; it allows an addition of representation to a State in proportion to
three-fifths of persons held to service in it, not for years, and proposes a form of taxation in offset to
it. Against whose liberty are we to assume the spirit of a law can over-pass its letter? Against whose
right can government assert an authority, which does not appear to be granted to it? If courtesy
has been extended 3 to an associate even as to his wrong-doing, as an adversary he will expect to
forfeit it. Such is the adjustment of jealousies and rivalries obtaining in the Constitution, of which
men imagine so much, the sum of sectional compromises of which we hear so much. The day of
delusion is over on the subject. The day of indifference is over also, as to the character before the
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government, the fights and relations of those persons mentioned in the Constitution as held to
service, and the sympathetic cure which searches for this, awakened to sympathy by an exigency in
which our own rights are all at hazard, and compelled by very shame to impartiality, may find a clue
of truth in it to lead us unto life.

The Constitution, in its language, does not sanction, and cannot justly be construed as intended
to protect the system of slavery as existing in the States. It protected certain incidents of this, in
common with like incidents of other systems existing in the States. It did no more. It was careful
in each instance, when the opportunity of the subject occurred, to do no more. It cannot, without
absurdity, he charged with the intention to do any more. The current of interest and expediency has
set in a certain direction. The precise language of the Constitution has been overlooked; the question
of construction has not hitherto been presented anew with sufficient cogency by the current of
events. Every lawyer knows how the course even of judicial decisions sets, like the channel of a
stream, in one direction, dissolving the banks themselves often, till the reef of some low promontory,
skirting the intervale, meets it and bears it straight away. With principles of organic government it
must be so, that while all cnnsent to the policy of the day, nothing is tested by them. The habeas
corpus might be soon forgotten, if a state of civil war should continue. The immunity of personal
freednm would be superfluous, as toys are to men,before the zeal of public jealousy in the spirit of
the hour. The interest of slaveholding was a perennial source of sentiment alien to the Constitution
in spirit and letter, the exhalations of which pervaded our atmosphere, and were welcomed in
society like dew. Ours became a slavery Constitution, and we a slaveholding people, though willing
all the time, the more enlightened, efficient and wealthy of our communities, to make any sacrifice,
however unreasonable or extreme, to relieve the nation from it. But we were wealthy and peaceful.
Prosperity came in upon us like a flood, greatness grew up about us and attached itself to us. Our
only danger was in overabundance of good, our only uneasiness lest some one should question our
absolute desert of it and virtuous security in it.

But the knell of this halcyon delusion has struck. The current of our career sweeps no longer
unbroken in its path of fertility and sunshine. The shadow of a great rock is seen beneath it. It may
yield reluctantly with surging and violence, but its course is changed, though ruin strew its bosom
to the bosom of the sea. Ours is not a slavery Constitution; we are not, voluntarily or involuntarily, a
slaveholding nation. Our Fathers proposed to us no such programme of insanity, prescribed to us no
such decalogue of death. To form a more perfect union was their design, to establish justice, ensure
domestic tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the
blessings of 4 liberty to themselves and their posterity. Integrity, wisdom or justice in their body,
could have trusted its hopes to liberty alone.
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The stake of the third party in this controversy is the sacred one. The powers which be claim to be
by the ordinance of God: so will those, whatever they are, which are to be. There is an incidental
sacredness, vast, admirable, as it seems to us, in the Union. We trust we have not forfeited it. But in
the right and security of the poor, there is sacredness, essential, unvarying, inspiring the ordinances
of government for the sake of hun who partakes it. The less defended and cared for it is by men, the
more is it remembered in the Providence of Heaven; and blessed are they who bless it, and cursed
are they, in every dispensation,—of justice, or honor, or of grace Divine,—who refuse to consider it. A
single law will adjudicate its claim, and silence the hypocrisy of wrong, the golden rule, guaging every
spirit and condition by the native sympathy of man.

The rights of the negro are those of men. Except as he is shown to have forfeited them, they include
those rights of person, family, property, worship and education, necessary to his happiness and
improvement. Political rights may be indifferent in the argument, the rest are essential to man.
The slave systems of the States deny them all alike to the slaves. A farce of charity, admitting the
worship of God, is tolerated, cherished, under certain restrictions, by individuals; the rest are refused
inexorably by law. The laws of the Slave States deny to the slave any rights, and the power of their
governments enforces the laws with the jealous severlty both of caste and crime. They protect him
as to his master, and destroy him as to himself, and claim of us a political immunity in this. The slave
has no relation of voluntary obedience to the State in which he is held. It does not ask it; he cannot
exercise it. It is its glory that he is a slave; his calamity, made more pitiful, indeed, that the spirit of
tyranny of strangers is often against him, and their fellowship with the oppressor. To the United
States, on the other hand, the enslaved is a person, a man. Even within the disabling State, he is
not known to the national government as a slave. He has relations to this which are political, and is
to be protected in return for an allegiance which he must render. He is an humble subject, without
domestic security, without legal defence of person, without knowledge of letters or of the truth,—the
humblest of mankind, certainly not the worst.—Them is a relation between them which is mutual,
the subject the humblest, the sovereign the highest, of earthly things to each other.

This relation has been seldom considered between them, but is real no less, as one of protection
and obedience mutually due. The one has been scarcely claimed, and the other but remotely
exercised, but neither has the one been disclaimed or remitted, or its correlative refused. Protection
cannot be disowned. Obedience may be demanded, and must be rendered, with the same
unquestioning devotion by negroes as if claimed of the militia. It may be claimed for the necessities
of peace or war, equally in law if not in propriety with that of other lieges. But if thus called into the
military or other service of the government, it is not as slaves, but as subjects. The right asserted
of the sovereign recognizes 5 that of one who may exercise it, and is not therefore a slave. The
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government might assume to compensate the master for his loss of service by a liberation so direct,
or might refuse it, if the constitutional courtesy were undeserved.

This refinement of right, if finely spun to the eye that sees principle in precedent only, leads with
thread unbroken only to the ground of the Declaration as Jefferson drew it, the Constitution as
Franklin signed it, the common basis of all civil privileges in the individuals which constitute the
State. Government serves itself of each for him and his. It cannot enslave, it cannot accept, transmit
or acknowledge enslavement, more than theft, by another; it cannot assert a property in one whose
right it is to own, nor a power over him but by his prerogative of consent. Between the negro and the
Union the shadow of a wicked system has intervened, but claiming new attributes of usurpation and
tyranny, has provoked the light of revolutionary days to shine upon it. The slave must render to the
true sovereign, if called upon, the service of freedom, owing it no other, must fight its battles, must
guide its boats, must gin its cotton, must haul its fish. When the storm of war is over, he may still be
remembered for himself, his family, his posterity, his community, and sustain his humble proportion
of the surviving exigency,—when the crisis reacts in pear, and treason revives in meanness, and
Chase is anxious and Colfax despairing, the hatless barbarian of the tropics, in favor of the universal
Uncle, may put in his poll. The three-fifths commutation tax failed with what it rested on, but the
inevitable contraband willingly hedges the loss.

But if thus liberated by that argument of facts, alluded to by Mr. Riddle, of Ohio, through which all
to whom relations are incident find their own absolute position, and the character which law itself
is bound to respect, are the civil fights of government in our country available to the negro for the
vindication and enjoyment of its privileges? Residence is sometimes refused him, his testimony
is not received in courts of justice, the common schools are shut to his children. So inveterate is
the spirit of injury towards him, that processes of law may be denied him, even a hearing of the
complaint, by which it might be made to appear that he has no rights which the courts of white
men are bound to respect. Not as a slave, but as to his people, are the healing waters of just laws
made strange and bitter to him, and the teeming land, which his hand enriches and defends, is a
desolation in its bloom, at the caprice of his enemies, a desert in harvest-time, because on the side
of the oppressor there is power. The colored citizen of Massachusetts is but a vagrant in Illinois, a
spy in South Carolina, and an outlaw in the highest Federal Court.—Either by the taint of servility
suspending the efficacy of birth, or by the intervention or defect of local law, or by the instinct of
prejudice in class, the African is still a stranger and a foreigner, and has no equal claim, with others
of the people, to the privileges and protection of the laws.

Citizenship exists by the authority of the State laws, incompletely; by national law, it is made perfect
everywhere. The power to confer it is in Congress; the only limit upon its authority, that the law
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conferring it shall be uniform in its provisions as to all the States. It may restrict 6 its privileges to the
white race, it may extend them to the African or Asiatic races, or discriminate among the families
of either. It may be gradual as to its conditions, or partial as to its effects. It may confer less while it
cannot confer more than citizenship, the authority for the greater implying that of the less, and the
reason of discrimination resting with the sovereignty alone. Alienage is not of locality, but of class
or people, as to modify it affects not origin, but condition. The Indian is an alien, though it would
seem to the manor born, the Jew in many nations, the Gipsey in all Naturalization as a term relates
to birth; nationalization is the office it exercises, the essence of the virtue it imparts. Citizenship is
the gift it confers, the conditions it imposes the discretion it reserves.

The African is a subject of the government, but without a recognition by its laws cannot assert his
claims to its protection. Whatever is conceded to him is to be prescribed by Congress, and enforced
in the courts of the Union. If it be freedom, exerted in patriotic service, property earned by labor, the
children borne to him, the rights of those humble homes, where the affections cluster, and make,
if sincere, a paradise which pride can never over-shadow,—if it be the humble right of peaceful
worship, study, skill, and the transmission of his pittance to his offspring,—if it be family only, or
native scenes, the right, not of locomotion, but of domicile, home, somewhere,—the national law
must declare the national arm enforce it. The simplest enactment of Congress, providing for his
benefit or defence as a subject, becomes available to him legally in every national court, by all the

power of the nation*

* “The Act of Congress,” says Chancellor Kent, “confines the description of Aliens capable of
naturalization to “free white persons.” I presume that this excludes the inhabitants of Africa, and
their descendants; and it may become a question to what extent persons of mixed blood, as
mulattoes, are excluded, and what shades and degrees of mixture of color disqualify an alien from
application for the benefits of the act of naturalization. Perhaps there might be difficulties as to
the copper-colored natives of America, or the yellow and tawny races of Asiatics, though I should
doubt whether any of them were white persons within the provision of the law. It is the declared
law of New York, that Indians are not citizens but distinct tribes, living under the protection of the
government, and consequently, they never can be made citizens under the Act of Congress.”—
Commentaries, Vol. II, page 72.

This view seems to proceed upon the definite ground of alienage by race. Whether so or not, the
facts of the case, laws and judicial opinions, present it thus. Indians are made citizens by Act of
Congress. Any disability of the same kind may be cured, or any doubtful right confirmed, in like
manner.
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The time for his relief would seem to have come. Those, who would have resisted it, have set the
government at defiance and threatened to destroy it. It was an attempt of ambition with them,
springing from the pride of prosperity, the spirit of mastership, the jealousy of numbers, civilization
and power. The complicity of all with slavery was the key to the combination of all in sedition and
rebellion. If the rebellion is subdued, there is no indemnity for the past,—shall there be no security
for the future? How shall its strength be broken? is one question, which has cost us the wealth of
many a happy home and heart to solve. How shall its spirit be changed? is another. If subjugation
was costly and odious, how shall it be made salutary and safe? Are hosts of rankling enemies, when
your forces are withdrawn, to resume the old associations, revive the former interests, and renew
the old animosities? Suppose the 7 condition of mastership is changed,—suppose a new force,
subordinate to the Union, takes the place of armed occupation there. Will it not be a new case in the
familiar history of social advancement, that the subject came to his rights when the sovereign was
brought to his reason?

That is property, it was said by one of the most consummate of our expedient statesmen, which the
law makes property. It is in the elements of the science, however, that ownership comes of right,
and only as it is original or exclusive can accept in language the name of property, or sustaiu for
its possession the warranty of law. Law itself, as it is said, hath its seat in the bosom of God, and
in the perversions of human injustice sees no refuge but for its counterfeit. Detected, that is but
the pretence of law: courts do not rule by it, men will not live by it, though the tyrannous and the
reprobate die for the word that makes their wrong respectable. Law is higher than injustice, and
never receives its glory and pervades society like an atmosphere, except as secured by Liberty. It is
Beneficence with Justice's scales, giving each their due, and the common opportunity is the pledge of
the common interest for its equity. In it, thus, pure from any injustice, we may have prosperity. With
injustice, under the false pretences of law, who can raise a prayer for the blessing of Heaven?

Over the broad country is scattered a myriad of people, toilsome, peaceable, affectionate, apparently
loyal, waiting upon a free and Christian government for rights the most familiar and essential to the
responsible living of men. Complete, defined, unquestionable powers are given to the functional
organs of government, to recognize in them the character our religious and political systems assert
for all men, and give them the privileges of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, on which, as
the universal right, our nation was founded, and appealed to the Father of human destinies and
to mankind for its sincerity. It is not the sword that we are to draw for them. It would never have
needed to be drawn, if their rights had not been left in jeopardy by us. It is to extend the sceptre,
which, as a free people, we bear, to a subordinate people, and make them secure in the rights which
the common Father has given them, free in their essential liberties. It were a fitting absolution, on
the eve of our final wager of blood, when the arbitrament is determined for a nation, perhaps by
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its virtue and consistency with truth! If charity is blessed, let it reign! If redemption to the captive
imitates the incarnation of love, and breathes the refrain of Peace on Earth, let its advent come, and
the day-spring of equal government, shining in the Constitution, of which Franklin was the SEER,
cleaned from the vapors of the morning, drink up the tardy vestiges of civil misery, as sunshine the
shadow, from the land.

FORM OF ENACTMENT.

AN ACT to recognize and declare the Rights of Persons of African Descent.

Whereas, A numerous and subordinate people, of African descent, has been held in many of the
States of this Union in a condition of slavery, deprived of their natural and essential rights as men,
and the result of this dereliction from 8 principle, on the part of the governing class, has been to
produce discord, rant dissension and civil war; and whereas the controlling comity between the
National Government and the States,which has withheld the former from interference with this great
and acknowledged evil, is no longer of obligation towards those who have forfeited it by violence,
nor is any longer tolerable in view of the vast and invaluable interests now to be conserved:

It is hereby enacted and declared, by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
in Congress assembled—

That from and after the date of the approval of this act, all people of the United States, of African
descent, heretofore held in slavery or otherwise, shall henceforth be placed on an equal footing with
all other people, not duly recognized as citizens by the laws of the several States, and shall enjoy
equal privileges of protection, under and by the laws, with other free persons, in all their natural
rights of person, family, property, worship and education; as free residents and denizens of the
States and Territories in which they are placed, as being rightfully and by virtue of this act, while
deporting themselves legally as such, free and faithful inhabitants under the government of the
United States, and entitled to its impartial favor and protection accordingly.

It is hereby further enacted—

That it is no part of the purpose of this act to interfere with the regulation by law of any portion
of the industry, society or police of any of the States concerned in the results of the operation of
this act, such regulation being made in allegiance to the Constitution of the United States, and
in consistency with the rights of liberty, family, property, worship and education, secured to all
people of the United States, of African descent, by the provisions of this act; nor shall the rights
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and privileges of any person of African descent, under the laws of any of the States or of the United
States, be diminished hereby.

It is hereby further enacted—

That in every case of the liberation from servitude of any person by the force and virtue of this act,
just and perfect compensation shall be made, by the Government of the United States, to the person
claiming the benefits of the service of the person thus liberated, due proof being made as may be
required by law, but no person shall be entitled to claim or receive such compensation, who has at
any time committed any treasonable act against the United Staies, or has wilfully engaged in giving
aid and comfort to their enemies.

[???] The preceding papers were addressed to a democratic member of the present Congress,
pending the anxious discussions of its second session, and are here presented again as a part of the
suggestions of the time. Justice is the true Olive-tree, with Peace in all its branches.


